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Microscopy Microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy is useful for viewing Fluorescence microscopy is useful for viewing many biological structures many biological structures 3D images show the size and shape of 3D images show the size and shape of structures structures " "4D 4D" " images including time allow viewing of images including time allow viewing of movement in live cells movement in live cells Image degradation: Image degradation:
Random (noise) Random (noise) Non Non--random (blurring) random (blurring) Can prevent quantitative calculations Can prevent quantitative calculations
Convolution Convolution
Light passed through a microscope Light passed through a microscope is spread out by the process of is spread out by the process of passing through the lenses passing through the lenses X, X X, X 1 1 are 3D coordinates are 3D coordinates h(X) is the Point Spread Function h(X) is the Point Spread Function f(X f(X 1 1 ) is the original object (does not really exist!) ) is the original object (does not really exist!) b(X) is a random process (noise) b(X) is a random process (noise)
The function that represents the blurring The function that represents the blurring of light due to passing through imperfect of light due to passing through imperfect equipment equipment Varies based on equipment used Varies based on equipment used Can be measured by recording images of Can be measured by recording images of very small light sources, ex. tiny very small light sources, ex. tiny fluorescent beads fluorescent beads " "The best an image can ever be is an The best an image can ever be is an assembly of PSFs, and increasing assembly of PSFs, and increasing magnification will not change this. magnification will not change this. (u,v,w) is the power spectrum of the noise (u,v,w) is the power spectrum of the noise P P s s (u,v,w) is the power spectrum of the signal (u,v,w) is the power spectrum of the signal α α is the level of filtering (0=none, 1=Wiener filter) is the level of filtering (0=none, 1=Wiener filter) When When α α was near was near 2.51 2.51, the regularization , the regularization parameter made very little difference in the results parameter made very little difference in the results (u,v,w) P (u,v,w 
